Cancer Vaccines - Patent Overview in the years 2011 - 2016

Description: Cancer vaccines are biological preparations that stimulate or strengthen a person's immune system against cancer. Cancer vaccines are usually administered intravenously. They can be used for both adults and children. The vaccines can be broadly classified into prophylactic and therapeutic vaccines. Prophylactic vaccines are used for the prevention of cancer, whereas therapeutic vaccines are used for a treatment of the disease.

The market for cancer vaccines is much smaller than other cancer therapeutic categories. The size of the market can be attributed to the nascent stages of industry life cycle and the late introduction of the vaccines in the market. To tap this market, many global companies are actively investing in cancer vaccine development. The market penetration is expected to increase with the increase in competition among the various pharmaceutical companies to obtain a larger portion of this market. The overall growth strategy seems to focus on increasing research combined with developing new and innovative products and obtaining exclusive rights to use their product in an effective manner which is possible only in the form of patents.
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- Helps in digging out white spaces that identify the technology gaps
- Cognizant about the chronological developments in the technological field for the last 5 years
- Finding alternative technical solutions to a problem

Directives
- Helps in knowing the innovative focus of companies, industries, and countries
- Determining the strengths and weaknesses of own or any particular company patent portfolios
- Spotting the new competitors

Legal assessors and representatives
- Filing trends either for the overall number of patents, or just for certain groupings in the last 5 years

Financial and fiscal assessors and representatives
- Forms the base for the evaluation of patents within the context of the control of organizational resources and accounting
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